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a b s t r a c t

Here we address the automatic segmentation of endovascular devices used in the endovascular repair (EVAR)

of abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) that deform vascular tissues. Using this approach, the vascular struc-

ture is automatically reshaped solving the issue of misregistration observed on 2D/3D image fusion for EVAR

guidance. The endovascular devices we considered are the graduated pigtail catheter (PC) used for contrast

injection and the stent-graft delivery device (DD). The segmentation of the DD was enhanced using an asym-

metric Frangi filter. The segmented geometries were then analysed using their specific features to remove

artefacts. The radiopaque markers of the PC were enhanced using a fusion of Hessian and newly introduced

gradient norm shift filters. Extensive experiments were performed using a database of images taken during

28 AAA-EVAR interventions. This dataset was divided into two parts: the first half was used to optimize pa-

rameters and the second to compile performances using optimal values obtained. The radiopaque markers

of the PC were detected with a sensitivity of 88.3% and a positive predictive value (PPV) of 96%. The PC can

therefore be positioned with a majority of its markers localized while the artefacts were all located inside

the vessel lumen. The major parts of the DD, the dilatator tip and the pusher surfaces, were detected accu-

rately with a sensitivity of 85.9% and a PPV of 88.7%. The less visible part of the DD, the stent enclosed within

the sheath, was segmented with a sensitivity of 63.4% because the radiopacity of this region is low and un-

even. The centreline of the DD in this stent region was alternatively traced within a 0.74 mm mean error. The

automatic segmentation of endovascular devices during EVAR is feasible and accurate; it could be useful to

perform elastic registration of the vascular lumen during endovascular repair.

© 2015 IPEM. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Surgical repair of the aneurysmal segment remains the gold-

tandard treatment of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA). However,

ostoperative mortality rises from 4.6% [1] to approximately 10% [2]

hen the patient suffers from severe comorbidity. The alternative

s an interventional procedure consisting of endovascular repair

EVAR) with stent graft (SG) [3]. Lower perioperative mortality and

orbidity rates have been reported for EVAR, even though the dura-
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ility of aneurysm exclusion is compromised by frequent endoleaks

hat prolong the intervention or require re-intervention. The en-

ovascular intervention is guided by digital subtraction angiography

DSA) and fluoroscopy in order to properly deliver the SG and seal

f the aneurysm while avoiding coverage of side branches such as

enal or internal iliac arteries. This meticulous delivery requires skill

o position the C-arm to account for parallax compensation. Since

essels are not visible under fluoroscopy, vascular opacification with

odinated contrast agent is required. Contrast-induced nephropathy

s, however, a concern in this population with a high prevalence

f renal failure [4]. Moreover, the recently introduced fenestrated

G [5] requires precise vascular mapping to position and align the

enestrations of the SG with targeted vascular branches (renal or

igestive arteries) of the aorta.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.medengphy.2015.07.007
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Fig. 1. Vascular deformation observed during endovascular repair. The lumen on the

pre-operative CT is outlined in red and the ostium are tagged in blue. (For interpreta-

tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web

version of this article.)
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1.1. Related work

Improving the fluoroscopic guidance during the EVAR procedure

is the subject of intense research effort. Some software solutions are

already available such as fusion of the preoperative multidetector

contrast CT (MDCT) used for intervention planning with live flu-

oroscopy. The vascular structure extracted from the MDCT can be

segmented [6–9] or simply accentuated[10]. This volumetric infor-

mation is then registered on live fluoroscopic images, either directly

on the 2D image (2D-3D registration) [8,10,11] or with a perioperative

cone-beam CT acquisition (3D-3D registration) [7]. Misregistrations

have been observed during these guided interventions interventions

[6,7,11–14]. They are caused mainly by patient motion and postural

changes, as well as by the rigidity of endovascular devices inducing

deformation of vascular structures. As seen in Fig. 1, the aorta path

is shifted and the iliac arteries are heavily deformed. These distor-

tions constitute a major flaw and as a consequence, physicians are

reluctant to rely solely on a numerical vascular overlay. In order to

overcome the positional drift associated with patient motion, track-

ing of anatomical landmarks such as the bones can be used. However,

the vascular deformation induced by stiff endovascular devices can

only be corrected by shape reforming. Using finite element analysis,

Kaladji et al. [8] proposed a mechanical model of the vascular struc-

ture by submitting the structure to a stiff guidewire in order to esti-

mate the deformation prior to the intervention. This new model was

then compared to the live fluoroscopic image at the proper sequence

with the guidewire in place. Once registered, the centreline mean er-

ror was 2.3 mm. The major drawback of this approach is having a pri-

ori knowledge of the type and number of devices to be used and their

exact positions. In practise, the interventional radiologist can use dif-

ferent guidewires and catheters at different locations, depending on

the progression of the catheterization/intervention process making

prior calculation of the different procedural steps very cumbersome.

Segmentation strategies of endovascular devices have been stud-

ied for many years beginning with the segmentation of guidewires

[15–24] and catheters [25–29], followed by deployed stents [30–32].

More recent works show promising performance that relies on

anisotropic filtering combined with active contour segmentation or

probabilistic line segment reconstruction. Radiopaque markers are

frequently inserted in catheters to improve their detection under

fluoroscopy. Detection of these radiopaque markers has frequently

been used for oncology radiation targeting [33–38]. Classical pattern

matching techniques are the most popular segmentation approaches

proposed along with intensity correlation matching: a method that

relies entirely on distinctive metrics [39]. Since fiducial markers are

quite visible and have distinctive features, no marker enhancement

filtering technique has yet been reported.
.2. Contribution

Here, we propose a real-time deformable vascular model that uses

he current position of endovascular devices as determined by live

uoroscopic images. This simple model could potentially improve the

ascular overlay and reduce the need for contrast agent. The proposed

odel is deformed by the live position of endovascular devices, there-

ore an automatic (and real-time) identification and segmentation is

andatory.

This paper presents an algorithm workflow to automatically seg-

ent relevant endovascular devices used during AAA EVAR. The two

ajor arterial devices considered are the pigtail catheter (PC) and the

tent delivery device (DD). In these arteries, There segmentation is a

ilestone to enables elastic deformation of vascular structures and

o eventually improve the accuracy of 2D/3D registration. There are

o reports on endovascular tools that have unique imaging charac-

eristics that have not yet been segmented. In addition, the filtering

nhancement of endovascular tools on live fluoroscopy is often ne-

lected as is the case for the radiopaque markers and while of inter-

st, no filtering strategies have been reported.

The materials and methods present, at first, the analysis of en-

ancement filtering. An original filtering technique is detailed and

ompared with similar and known strategies. The actual segmenta-

ion that follows is tested offline on a large dataset of images taken

uring EVAR interventions.

. Materials and methods

Typically, the EVAR procedure starts with the insertion of stiff

uidewire that initiates the deformation of the vascular structure.

his follows a 5-French PC in the abdominal aorta through the

ontralateral iliac artery prior to the insertion of the DDs (main and

ontralateral). This PC enables serial contrast injection to guide SG

elivery at different steps of the procedure for digital subtraction

ngiography. The radiopaque (graduated) markers are evenly spaced

nd are used for measurement and alignment on live fluoroscopy. Af-

erwards, the main body DD- a 16- to 22-French sheath, including the

olded main body SG component, is advanced over a stiff guidewire

hrough the ipsilateral femoral artery. Finally, after cannulation of

he contralateral limb of the main body through the contralateral

emoral artery, a contralateral DD (between 12- and 18- French) is

dvanced over a stiff guidewire to complete the AAA exclusion and to

aintain the perfusion of the ipsilateral leg. The stiff guidewire and

he DDs are known to deform the vascular structure [12] (Fig. 1). The

C and the DDs are the endovascular devices that must be segmented

utomatically in order to perform an automatic deformation of the

ascular structure.

.1. Segmentation of the pigtail catheter

The segmentation in image analysis is usually achieved by a 3-

tep procedure. First, the original image is filtered to enhance the

eometrical aspects of the object of interest while blurring the rest

f the image. Second, the object of interest is then segmented using

arious methods based on adaptive thresholds, shape and optimiza-

ion schemes. Lastly, the data is analysed for concordance to specific

eatures. The method proposed here for the segmentation of the ra-

iopaque marker of the PC follows this classical approach.

.1.1. Existing filters

Although effective, filtering techniques in radiopaque segmen-

ation have not been reported but the enhancement of blob-like

tructures has been more documented. Hence, small structures are

ighly responsive to the second derivative. Our first candidate is the

lassical Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), combining the derivative with

moothing [40]. The second candidate, the Hessian matrix, is more
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Fig. 2. Gradient norm shift example.
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eaningful when decomposed in eigenvalues whereby the first

igenvalue denotes a stable linear object as it emphasizes a strong

econd derivative with a large x and y difference. As a complement,

high value of the second eigenvalue denotes a strong second

erivative with minimal x and y difference. Thus, a circular structure

ould have such a local maxima and symmetric x and y behaviour.

n addition, when combined with Gaussian smoothing, the second

essian eigenvalue is a straightforward filter [41].

.1.2. Gradient norm shift

The first derivative, the gradient, has been commonly used in ac-

ive contouring as an external force. The gradient field is redistributed

round strong values to expand its reach; this popular algorithm

s the gradient vector flow [42]. However, for small objects like ra-

iopaque markers, the active contour is not appropriate. To address

his, we propose a novel approach that favours small closed contour

bjects over other geometries in order to compute an effective small

ircle enhancement filter. The first image derivative (the gradient) is

lso effective in locating sharp image features, but it has to be inter-

reted distinctively. A radiopaque marker has a circular shape, thus

ll edge gradient vectors tend to point towards the contour or out-

ards, depending on its contrast with the background. Hence, closed

bjects have more centre-pointing vectors than open objects. If a

losed object is regular and small, the alignment of centre-pointing

ectors can serve as an enhancement factor. With more vectors point-

ng toward a common centre, a flow-sum algorithm will enhance

ore circular structures than lines.

This newly proposed filter is a shifting operation of the gradient

orm towards the gradient direction and is referred to as the Gradient

orm Shift (GNS). A pre-Gaussian filter is also applied as the second

erivative approaches.

A filtered image IGNS is computed by shifting the gradient norm

ne unit in the gradient direction:

IGNS(x + ux(x, y), y + uy(x, y)) = | � Iσ (x, y)|,
∀x = 1 . . . m, y = 1 . . . n (1)

here m and n are the image size, ux and uy the gradient unit vec-

or direction and |�Iσ | the gradient norm. Iσ is the Gaussian smooth

nput image. This operation can be repeated using the original di-

ection unit vector until the contributing gradient norm has reached

ts respective summit, and is dependent on the closed contour size.

he number of iterations (unit shifts) is indicated as a subscript, as in

GNS−3 as a 3-iteration shift. Fig. 2 is an example of the filter applied

n a synthetic image. The upper-left structure of interest is thinner

nd gains in intensity as the iteration shifts increase.

.1.3. Segmentation

A simpler method to segment an object in an image is by using

he threshold. The threshold level can be fixed over a filtered image,

dapted to the histogram distribution, or progressively adapted using

he hysteresis feature. The histogram-evaluated threshold is useful
hen the object of interest is of regular grey level intensity and occu-

ies a large area in the image such that it is significantly visible in the

istogram. The hysteresis threshold and similar adaptive techniques

re useful for region growing-like algorithms, again, with objects of

ignificant size. For the segmentation of very small objects, the sim-

le threshold is the logical approach.

By definition, an ideal filter would produce the best enhancement

ver a wide variety of images. In order to determine and adjust this

lter, an extensive numerical experiment must be performed on a

arge image database. Classically, measuring the performance of a fil-

er is determined by the signal to noise ratio (SNR). To determine the

est performance of a filter, the SNR is calculated repeatedly with

ultiple parameters on the same images, representing all possible

ombinations of those parameters. The highest ratios indicate the

est performance of each filter.

.1.4. Data analysis

The analysis of the segmented data allows the recognition of the

rue positives over false positives. The false positives correspond to

rtefacts in the image-processing study. They appear everywhere

hen an image feature mimics a marker to be detected. In order to re-

uce artefacts to a minimum, an analysis can be performed by know-

ng the particular features of the PC radiopaque marker.

The PC markers are evenly spaced at every centimetre along the

atheter’s length. Thus, the pixel size at the object level seen on

creen can be estimated offline using the parameters available in the

ICOM header:

ixel Size = Imager Pixel Spacing ∗ Distance Source Patient

Distance Source Detector
(2)

stimated Marker Distance = 10mm

Pixel Size
(pixel) (3)

The computer program provides the algorithm with the pixel size.

he actual length observed between two markers in a projected view

an be off this estimate because the C-arm detector panel may not be

arallel to the entire catheter course, as shown in Fig. 3. The C-arm

osition is usually determined to show both renal artery ostia in order

o release the SG without covering renal arteries. Thus, this position

s in most cases a top view with a slight left anterior oblique angula-

ion with rare craniocaudal rotation. Anterior oblique angulation does

ot compromise the parallelism between the catheter course and the

etector panel, but major craniocaudal rotation (needed for complex

VAR cases) from the top view can induce a reduction in the marker

istances. Also, the catheter or a portion of it may be higher or lower

han the C-arm patient origin. It is a 3D geometry in a conic projec-

ion beam, thus a variation in the table height position can induce a

ariation in the size projected in either direction. An acceptance in-

erval on the estimated marker distance helps manage these length

odifications.

A second selective feature is the repetition of markers in a chained

equence. Thus, a chain is constructed with an assemblage of markers
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Fig. 3. Pigtail marker projection.

Fig. 4. Prototype software registration, (a) pre-operative CT and peri-operative C-arm

CT vascular registration (3 planar views and a 3D maximum intensity projection), (b)

2D fluoroscopy registration showing the diamond shape and the delivery device, (c)

corresponding 2D angiography showing a lateral shift of the lumen due to the rigidity

of the delivery device.
with acceptable distances as well as a coherent line segment angular

variation.

2.2. Segmentation of the delivery device

Like the radiopaque marker, the segmentation of the DD is also a

straightforward filtering scheme of segmentation and analysis. The

typical usage of such devices helps the proper tuning of these three

steps. The DD is pushed from the femoral artery into the abdominal

aorta. The typical C-arm position discussed in Section 2.1.4 produces

an image in which the DD is display as a curved path from bottom to

top.

2.2.1. Filter

The enhancement of line-like structures in a medical image is

commonly performed with the Frangi et al. filter [43], based on the

eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. The Frangi filter is designed to

enhance contrasted vascular structure and it has also been used for

guidewire detection [18,22]. For the enhancement of the DD, the

width varies from one image to another. The Gaussian standard devi-

ation σ can be adjusted to optimally respond to a specific pixel size.

Also, the σ for the vertical image derivative component is set higher

than the horizontal component in order to more efficiently enhance

vertical line-like structures, as it is expected that the device will ap-

pear from the bottom to the top of the image.

2.2.2. Segmentation

In the image, the area occupied by the device area is more sig-

nificant than the radiopaque marker thus, propitious to histogram-

adaptive algorithm. The Otsu [44] method for separating image

features based on the minimization of intra-class variances is a

robust and effective solution to the segmentation of the DD.

2.2.3. Analysis

In the third step, the analysis utilizes a priori knowledge of the

setup as well as the image registered pre-operatively. The latter is

retraced using a path-tracking method.

A priori knowledge. With some knowledge of the DD location, an

analysis can be computed to potentially remove false-positive ob-

jects. In the present prototype software, the pre-interventional vas-

cular meshes are initially registered with the peri-interventional C-

arm CT (Fig. 4a). As the intervention progresses, the movements of
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Fig. 5. Filtered SNR results (abscissa for LoG and Hessian is the gradient σ value, for

the GNS, it is different set of σ and GNS iteration count).
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity versus positive predictive value of the selection of the radiopaque

marker (blue ∗), and the delivery device thresholds (magenta (+)). (For interpretation

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version

of this article.)

Fig. 7. Segmentation of delivery device (a) original image, (b) Frangi filter, (c) seg-

mented device (green), localized radiopaque marker (red), and centreline (blue). (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to

the web version of this article.)
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he patient can be corrected by a manual registration based on a DSA,

s seen on Fig. 4c and reported in [13]. On the live fluoroscopy dis-

lay, the segmented lumen is outlined in red, the ostium tagged in

lue, and a yellow circle shows the upper limits for the graft to avoid

overing the lower renal artery (Fig. 4b). The centrelines are then pro-

ected onto the live image, as seen in green in Fig. 4c. It is obvious

hat the DD will go from one iliac artery to the abdominal aorta. By

egistering the projection of centrelines on the image, they can be

sed for tracking restrictive regions and for entry points at the bot-

om of the image, as well as for exit points at the top. Even though the

ascular structure is expected to be deformed, by establishing some

aximum deformation amplitudes, restrictive regions of interest can

e applied. This strategy can potentially remove artefacts and false

ascular pathways.

.2.4. Path tracking

The region of interest around the pre-operative centrelines can be

mproved by tracking the highest and continuous path from bottom

o top in the filtered image (Fig. 7b). This path leads most likely to the

entreline of the DD. Thus, selecting only the digital object along this

ath ensures the removal of potential artefacts outside the course of

he device. The path tracking in an image consists of a cumulative cost

alculation in pixel proximity moving through the rows from bottom

o top. The minimal (or maximal) cost cumulated at the top of the

mage indicates the most promising continuous and high responsive

ath in the image. With knowledge of the centreline projection, if the

liac bifurcation appears in the image, the path tracking algorithm is

omputed twice to track both iliac arteries present in the image.

.3. Experiments

A database of images from EVAR procedures was gathered with

he authorization of the Centre Hospitalier de l’Université de Mon-

réal Research Centre Independent Ethics Committee. From 28 cases,

42 images from fluoroscopic spot films or DSA acquisitions were se-

ected because they included either a PC and/or a DD.

.3.1. Optimal parameters

The first 100 images were used to determine the optimal parame-

ers for the numerical methods that achieved the best segmentation

ossible. Each image was revised by an expert who manually identi-

ed the different structures with line segments. The outlines of the

D were circumscribed in its 3 main parts: the pusher, the sheath

tubing including the folded SG), and the dilatator tip. The centrelines

f the DD as well as other guidewires present were also traced with

oints to parameterize a cubic spline curve. Finally, the PC radiopaque

arker centres were tagged. Since the identification process (ground

ruth) is quite obvious and no extreme precision is needed, only one

xpert processed the database, and only once.

The first task of this optimal inquiry was to establish the most

fficient image-filtering method and its parameters. Using the SNR,

nd knowing the true locations of the object of interest, a mean score

as attributed per method and per parameter. For the radiopaque

arker of the PC, the Hessian filter and the GNS showed the best

NR score (Fig. 5). By revising the specific result of each method, it

as observed that Hessian and GNS reacted differently on the same

mage, generating different false negatives and positives. The logical

ext step was then to use both methods in a hybrid operation to

mprove performances with regards to artefacts, improving segmen-

ation that follows. The fusion of Hessian/GNS did indeed produce a

etter segmentation result and a mean SNR of 548.

The last task consisted of adjusting the optimal thresholds for

he segmentation of structures. Again, using the ground truth, these

hresholds were tuned to produce a sensitivity score equal to the

ositive predictive value. This means that the artefacts (false posi-

ives) are equivalent to the missed structures (false negatives). Fig. 6
llustrates the sensitivity and positive predictive value graph for the

egmentation of the PC marker while testing different threshold

arameters on all of the test images. The parameters were selected

hen the sensitivity and positive predictive values were both

t 91%.

For the DD, a 3-pass Frangi filter was tuned to enhance the wide

ange of widths in pixel size, depending on the projection parameters

Fig. 7b). The threshold based on the Otsu ratio was then adjusted to

5% sensitivity and positive predictive value from the corresponding

raph (Fig. 6).
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Table 1

Endovascular devices automatic segmentation results.

Sensitivity(%) Positive predictive value(%)

Positive predictive value 85.9 ± 9.5 88.7 ± 14.8

DD sheath 63.4 ± 14.8 100

PC radiopaque marker 88.3 ± 21.9 96 ± 17.3

Note: DD=Delivery device; PC=Pigtail catheter
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The optimally tuned numerical methods for the segmentation of

the endovascular devices are summarized as follows:

Step 1. Pigtail catheter

(a) Radiopaque enhancement filtering based on the fusion

of Hessian and GNS filter

(b) Segmentation threshold based on image size

(c) Data analysis of patterns recognition base on

(i) marker distances within tolerance;

(ii) line segment orientation between markers within an

acceptable curvature progression;

(iii) marker assembled in chain of 3 or more.

Step 2. Delivery device

(a) Asymmetric vertical line enhancement filter based on

Frangi

(b) Segmentation threshold based on Otsu

(c) Data analysis based on

(i) entry and exit points of the tool path in the image

based on the pre-interventional centreline projec-

tions;

(ii) path tracking to seek new centrelines.

2.3.2. Validation

These newly proposed optimized algorithms were tested on the

remaining 142 images. Using the ground truth produced by the ex-

pert manual identification, the automatic segmentation results were

evaluated.

3. Results

Fig. 7 details an example of the enhancement and segmentation

of the endovascular devices. From the original image 7 a, the DD is

enhanced using the Frangi filter 7 b, the radiopaque markers are en-

hanced using the fusion Hessian/GNS filter, and all components are

segmented using the calibrated threshold 7 c. The sensitivity and pos-

itive predictive values for all segmentation schemes are presented in

Table 1.

3.1. Delivery device

The proportion of the area actually detected by the segmentation

of the DD varied depending on its component. The pusher and

dilatator tip are more radiopaque, therefore more visible on x-ray.

They were detected at 85.9% occurrence. Most of the surfaces missed

were near the edges and not along the length. The Frangi filter,

combined with threshold segmentation, offered less precision on the

edge detection because it is a filter, not an edge-tracking algorithm.

The positive predictive value was 88.7%, slightly higher than in

the training phase. The sheathed part of the DD enclosing the SG

is less radiopaque, therefore more difficult to segment. Its surface

was segmented at 63.4% occurrence, without artefacts (positive

predictive value at 100%). It is the squeezed metallic struts of the

SG inside the sheath that show more radiation absorption, but they

are not continuous. In fluoroscopic images with a large field of view

and larger pixel size, these struts are faint and difficult to differen-

tiate from the background. In order to overcome the poor surface

segmentation of the sheath component, the centreline extraction of
his portion was tested. The centreline determined with the minimal

ath algorithm was compared with the centreline manually traced

y the expert circumscribed in the sheath region. This latter test

as evaluated by the mean distance between two lines in mm. This

ean distance on the experimental image dataset was estimated at

.74 mm ( ± 2.5 mm). Ultimately, since the DD outside diameter is

onstant, the mean diameter of the DD in the pusher component

an be extrapolated along the device centreline when the extracted

urface is smaller than this value.

.2. Radiopaque pigtail catheter marker

The radiopaque markers were detected in 88.3% of cases (sensi-

ivity) and the positive predictive value was estimated at 96%. Thus,

rtefacts (false positives) were less frequent than the missed markers

false negatives). All 9 false positive markers (artefacts) were located

nside the vascular lumen. They were actually markers located on the

G itself. The small and unbalanced number of images with a PC (25

n the experimental dataset and 59 in the training dataset) can ex-

lain these differences between the training and the experimental

ataset that was adjusted at 91%.

. Discussion

The set of methods presented in this paper have been optimized

o produce the best-expected outcome. It is difficult to judge if the

esulting numbers are sufficient to achieve the ultimate goal of de-

ormation of the vascular overlay and perform an elastic registration.

he vascular lumen must be overlaid while inserting the DD to con-

rm the path of the endovascular navigation and to align the SG prop-

rly below the renal ostia before deployment. The renal arteries have

pproximately a 6 mm mean diameter; it was therefore considered

hat an error less than 3 mm would be fair for this type of inter-

ention and 1 mm would be adequate. The centreline tracking error

as estimated at a mean of 0.74 mm ( ± 2.5 mm), which appears

ufficient for the final objective of elastic registration and deforma-

ion. The literature on segmentation of endovascular guidewires re-

orts lateral errors in the range of 0.17–1.02 mm [15,16,18,19,22,23]

hen excluding false segmentation. Thus, the errors reported here

re, without exception, consistent with comparative studies. No prior

tudy has addressed the segmentation of the two interventional de-

ices described in this paper. The fiducial markers detection largely

tudied in oncology have distinctive features driving tracking algo-

ithms. But the PC marker has rotational symmetry compared to the

istinguished reflectional symmetry of the oncology fiducial marker.

lso, existing research on the segmentation of line-like endovascular

evices addressed their centreline extraction rather than the full area

hat is needed as in the present study. Thus, the segmentation of PC

arker and DD surface extraction could not be compared to the ex-

sting method. Future experiments are necessary to show whether a

ore precise estimation of DD width is required to reproduce contact

oints with the iliac or aortic wall, and to accurately calculate the ves-

el deformation. The PC marker localization occurrence of 88.3% was,

owever, sufficient since not all the markers were required in order

o retrace the path of the catheter. Moreover, the workflow proposed

ere actually presented no artefact localized outside the vessel lu-

en. This is a major non-quantifiable improvement of fluoroscopic

uidance.

. Conclusion

This paper addressed the task of automatic segmentation of

elevant endovascular devices used in AAA-EVAR intervention. It is

required milestone in the development of an automatic reshaping

f the vascular structure overlaid on live images to correct the mis-

egistration commonly observed after rigid 2D/3D registration. The
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roposed method for the enhancement of the PC is a combination

f Hessian filter and newly introduced gradient norm shift. After an

ptimized threshold operation, an analysis efficiently discriminated

rtefacts outside the lumen. The method for the enhancement of

he DD was an asymmetric Frangi filter that favours mostly vertical

tructures. The optimized threshold was improved with a minimal

ath-tracing bottom to top using a priori knowledge of the vas-

ular preoperative centrelines. A database of images taken during

AA-EVAR interventions was divided in two parts, first to calibrate

he different parameters for the extraction of both devices, and

hen to extensively test the optimized algorithms. In the calibration

hase, the original gradient norm shift filter presented here pro-

uced higher signal to noise ratio than popular blob-like structure

nhancement techniques. It could be very efficient in future works

n the tracking of fiducial marker used in oncology. In the second

hase of experiment, the PC radiopaque markers were segmented

ith a sensitivity of 88.3% and a predictive positive value of 96%.

he more visible part of the DD (the dilatator tip and pusher) were

egmented with a sensitivity of 85.9% and a positive predictive value

f 88.7%. The less visible part of the DD, i.e. the portion including the

olded SG, was segmented with a sensitivity of 63.4%. This portion

ould be reconstructed using centreline extraction, with an accuracy

f 0.74 mm, and an estimation of the sheath width determined by

ts diameter at the dilatator tip and pusher. The segmentation of

ndovascular tool surfaces instead of the sole centreline constitutes

novel tool detection. Although very promising, these segmentation

trategies of endovascular devices during EVAR should be tested to

nable landmarks for an automatic reshaping of the vascular struc-

ures. Also, the overall dependency on the accuracy of the 2D/3D

egistration generating the a priori data should be evaluated.
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